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MORE INFORMATIONS

LEAVE YOUR COMMENT
Vendeeglobe.org has made it possible for you to post comments under the website articles so all Vendée 

Globe enthusiasts can share, discuss, clarify or express criticism. Verbal abuse and personal attacks are the only 

limits to this freedom to comment articles. This is why, when we think some comments have gone too far, we 

reserve the right to occasionally delete comments or to close the comments box under some articles. Thanks for

showing respect to skippers, their teams and all those working hard every day to make this editorial content 

available to all of you. 

* Comments are limited to 500 characters

** Mandatory fields

Edi - 14.01.13 07:34

Rules and Regulations are for the guidance of wise men and for the obedience of fools. These words (more or less,
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as I write them from memory) were addressed by W. Churchill to an admiral who should have given his utmost to 

despatch a convoy to Malta without delay.

Your username** - 14.01.13 01:14

Regarding Case No. 4 on the Docket: Some lines from Willie Nelson – 'Me and Paul'. "It's been rough and rocky

travelin' but I'm finally standin' upright on the ground. After taking several readings, I'm surprised to find my 

mind's still fairly sound. I guess Nashville was the roughest but I know I've said the same about them all. We 

received our education in the cities of the Nation, me and Paul. Almost busted in Laredo but for reasons that I'd 

rather not disclose but if you're stayin' in a motel there and leave, but don't leave nothin' in your clothes….."

midnightsailor - 13.01.13 20:14

A poor decision I believe, it really depends on ones interpretation of the rules which could really go either way ,

and IMHO, in such case benefit of doubt should go to the competitor. I personally don't see where Bernard go any 

"outside HELP" just OUTSIDE INTERFERENCE !! And with that in mind, these myopic judges can rule as they wish

but in my heart Bernard is still in the race...keep up the great showing,sailing and seamanship. Will be among the 

masses of welcomers when you sail into Les Sables D'Olonne!

northern light - 13.01.13 18:25

Overall, I'm very disappointed by the way this has been handled by the jury. Not knowing the rules in depth I can 

only assume that the jury has made the correct decision going by 'the rules.' However, the rules must be looked at 

after this race in order to protect future skippers from such a ridiculous scenario. A skipper who received 

assistance (unasked for) to protect his boat from crashing into another (that had moored alongside him after he 

had moored) and who did not realize any gain in the race because of this assistance should be disqualified when 

other skippers who deliberately and wilfully violated race rules to gain unfair advantage over others and potentially 

put others' boats at risk (the earlier jury decision over sailing in prohibited shipping lanes) receive a 2 hour penalty 

does not make any sense at all in terms of interpretation of the rules, or the spirit of fair play in this race. This has 

left a bad taste and tainted the spirit of the vendee globe for me. And please let me know how to track Bernard. I 

have not been able to find his position. Bravo Bernard. 

CBa - 13.01.13 15:37

Race sailing becomes more and more like football, where a foul is just when a referee whistles. Since match racers

are followed by jury boats and ocean reacers are observed by livecams and GPS transmission it isn't a gentlemen's 

sport any more. I am sure that Bernard knew by himself that he should have had retire from race in NZ for his foul 

equipment or for endangering others or breaking essetial rules to avoid this or as a propper seaman who would not 

sail to the Hoorn without an energie supply - befor a jury tells him. But in modern times sponsors, laywers, PR-

consultants and uninvolved spectators demand a "professional attitude" - in German this is an euphemism for "So 

what, playing by the rules is just for born loosers".

voyager - 13.01.13 13:03

@vendeeglobe.org: will you delete my comment again, after a majority of comments have mirrored my opinion? 

the jury is at fault! law/rules is/are subject to interpretation, wisdom, fairness. this jury lacks all creativity and its 

decision has rendered distastefulness to this so unique and exciting event. as have you, by no longer showing 

bernard stamms position. my true respect to all skippers in this wonderful race. i hope they will refuse to sail into 

port at les sables and remain at sea all together once the race is done.

voyager - 13.01.13 13:01

@vendeeglobe.org: will you delete my comment again, after a majority of comments have mirrored my opinion? 

the jury is at fault! law/rules is/are subject to interpretation, wisdom, fairness. this jury lacks all creativitiy and its 

decision has rendered distastefulness to this so unique and exciting event. as have you, by no longer showing 

bernard stamms position. my true respect to all skippers in this wonderful race. i hope they will refuse to sail into 

port at les sables and remain at sea all together once the race is done.

Yana - 13.01.13 11:32

“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of 

deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is 

marred by dust and sweat and blood, who strives valiantly; who errs and comes short again and again; because 

there is not effort without error and shortcomings; but who does actually strive to do the deed; who knows the 

great enthusiasm, the great devotion, who spends himself in a worthy cause, who at the best knows in the end the 

triumph of high achievement and who at the worst, if he fails, at least he fails while daring greatly. So that his

place shall never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat.” ~ Theodore Roosevelt

sue - 13.01.13 10:38

A very unfair and disappointing decision, what we would say in the UK 'jobsworth', not within the spirit of the

sport, and unnecessary. What happened was a safety issue, as agreed by the other skippers in the race, who have 

more credibility than the 5 members of the Jury. Bernard has honesty, integrity, courage, bravery, determination, 

a phenominal skills-set and is an inspirational role model. He can hold his head up high, and thank goodness we 

can still follow him home. 

Mendip Tim - 13.01.13 02:23

"Rules are Rules" has been an argument that some people (probably traffic wardens) have made on this site to

support the Jury & no-one can really argue with their smug opinion: However Laws are Laws & the law is more 

important than simple rules. So how does the Jury justify it decision to only impose minor penalties on the 

skippers that breached International Maritime Law when they failed to cross the shipping seperation lanes in the 

perscibed manor? That offence was a crime. There was nothing criminal about Bernhard trying to save his boat & 

maybe his life. Oh! sorry I forgot! There were French sailors in the criminal group; so the law didn't really count.

cliffdweller - 13.01.13 00:39
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As far as I can tell, there seems to be an omission in all the talk of Mr. Stamm. Since you lubbers are negligent, I

am first in line to stand a round for Sir Bernard. I will leave the toasts to others; around here we just say, 'raise 

hell'.

Jock McRock - 12.01.13 23:54

Unfortunate for Bernard? Yes. Unjust? No. The jury ruled correctly in accordance with the rules as written. They 

have no jurisdiction to change them; any more than a court can re-write a law. Should the rule be amended in the 

future? That is up to the race committee. The race as it is stands unique in sport. It's beauty lies in the simplicity 

of its rules. These rules may be amended but that might just open other cans of worms. The race actually belongs 

to the Race Committee. It will fall to them to decide.

Marc - 12.01.13 23:01

Can anybody pls explain to me/us how a jury still has jurisdiction (is competent to decide) after a competitor has

withdrawn from the race? How can you DSQ someone no longer in the race? Bernard withdrawing from VG 

rendered his recourse/re-opening pointless and the jury without power over him...... Thx

Sailo - 12.01.13 21:32

I think a responsible seaman and sailor as Bernard Stamm is much more capable to judge when he got "outside 

help" -as he did at the proper moment and retired - than a bunch of paper tigers. Just crap, dear jury!

Downunder - 12.01.13 21:21

The detailed jury decision shows that the decision is correct under the rules as they are written and the records 

must show that he was disqualified at that point in the race. Bernard's fate in this competition was determined by 

his choice of hydrogenerators. They were not up to the task and as it turned out he chose to moor to another 

vessel to attempt to repair them. Hopefully Bernard will prepare his boat better and compete successfully in the 

next event.

Sue(UK) - 12.01.13 21:05

I AGREE with the comments of Roger and SParry below. Before the next VG, the rules must be examined to ensure 

that sailors can remain safe when an outside source puts them in danger. Remember, this had NOTHING to do 

with the hydrogenerators - Bernard had stopped to repair these and was forfeiting time and losing places in the 

race, as it should be. The Russian ship was an outside influence.......if it hadn't been there, Bernard would have 

had space to raise his own dragging anchor and sail off. Rules, and a Jury must have credibility. I'm surprised the 

Jury appears to have taken no notice of the letter from the other competitors - they have credibility.

jury2013 - 12.01.13 20:50

Disqualified in the name of seamnship and honour: Bernard Bonneau (FRA); Ana Sanchez (ESP); Trevor Lewis 

(GBR); Jack Lloyd (NZL); Georges Priol (FRA)

Your username** - 12.01.13 19:59

People, please remeber somebody from the russian ship was helping tieing up the boat. Somebody was on 

board!!!!!!!!!! This is what Bernard said. He let that person on board, to help. Again Look at Alex and all he had to 

repair!!!!!

cliffdweller - 12.01.13 19:56

Come to think of it, they can get a whole lot more advertising on the sails and boats in the Vendee than they can 

on one cyclist in the Tour de France.

lcorkum - 12.01.13 19:43

If this is the case then the use of a mooring should also be considered as outside help and this has happened in 

the past. It is time for someone to get a grip on these rules and allow these hero's to survive by available means 

of seamanship to avoid collisions at sea and to protect their craft in dire circumstances. These acts are not helping 

do any repairs or providing and materials to do so, they have to sail every mile and in the case additional miles 

while seeking their safe harbour. To the Race Committee: Get you act together before you ruin another great 

event involving human heroism and safety of these great atheletes. To Bernard: You have done fantastic in this 

event and can hold your head high, enjoy your sail home and the anticipated reception, you deserve better and 

have the support of the Sailing Community on your side. Cheers,LC Holed up in Halifax!

USAntigoon - 12.01.13 19:36

I also believe that the other skippers should have their voice in the deliberation...this jury should be a jury of their 

peers and not this autocratic formula..This jury, by the way, lost a lot of credibility by delaying their final decision 

till after the race retirement by Bernard...

cliffdweller - 12.01.13 18:59

Face it. Vendee Globe is now a Gladiator Sport. If you are injured in the arena, have the courtesy to crawl off to 

the side and lick your wounds. The Race Organizers ain't gonna help you. Lucky you if there is a friend in the 

neighborhood. The Star Maker Machinery makes the rules. So, maybe the smart thing for Sir Bernard – he was 

Knighted by King Neptune on this trip – is to stay loose and have a nice sail back up the Atlantic. Maybe visit some 

friends in the Azores, hang out, fly in the significant-other, did I mention a party or two, yeah mon.

Teachessail - 12.01.13 18:44

These are the rules all competitors agree to before setting off. Remember how close Knox-Johnstone came to 

getting unintentional outside help? It is the spirit of the race. None of us would accept a Skipper on the podium 
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who received outside help, intentionally or not. If assistance saves a life or serious injury then not finishing is a 

worthy sacrifice. We'd all rather have a Skipper not complete the race than, God forbid, lose a Skipper.

Luc - 12.01.13 18:44

Discalification is fair Rules need respect FIRST Do not be a child begging for indulgence; don't be a looser. Step by 

step indulgence is weakness. You know where it starts you never know where it stops Sport is not democracy. It is 

a fight with rules. 

Joe Cooper - 12.01.13 18:36

The real issue is not the failed or damaged Hydro generators but the decisions made before the race. Making a

decision to rely on the water generators and so carrying minimal fuel was a calculated risk and it backfired. The 

idea that we can blame someone else for decisions we make is present and expanding in the world today. 

Participating in this race is the last place where humans are and must be accountable for their decisions and 

actions.Do not agree with/like the rules? Do not play but do not break them and complain when DSQ. for your 

decisions.

Gloe - 12.01.13 18:28

Rules are rules, juries can only act on facts, but the RRS and method of deliberating incidents is what seems to to

be out of place in these distance races. Only the competitors and others who have done these races truly know the 

risks versus safety at the exhuastion they endure to suitably apply a penalty. Write it into the rules for future 

races. I suspect if Bernard was given a time penalty for the incident rather than disqualification then everyone 

would be happy. It's a 3 month long race, an incident occurred. The boat was saved, he effected repairs, lost loads 

of time but lived to continue the fight. It may not be in the essence of what the race intends but these adventurers 

should be treated with respect. A possible solution for future events is doing away with typical isaf defined protest

committees in favour of a panel of past competitors and to consider the opinions from present competitors before 

ruling. A jury of your peers is far better that one of a bunch of old men who do not truly understand what these 

sailors have to endure. This is a different level of sailboat racing, listen to the competitors on what they want and 

try to change for the better.

Andy86 - 12.01.13 18:18

It is very interesting why Orgenizers & Directours of VG did not published nothing about a letter of VG skippers to 

Jury send January 4, 2013 for Attention to: Mr Bernard Bonneau, Chairman of the Jury Mr Christophe Gaumont, 

Chairman of theRace Committee Mr Bruno Retailleau, Chairman of the SAEM Vendée, You can find it here

http://www.imoca.org/fr/news/346-les-skippers-du-vendee-globe-se-mobilisent-en-faveur-de-bernard-stamm.htm

http://www.imoca.org/en/news/346-the-vendee-globe-skippers-rally-around-bernard-stamm.htm

Your username** - 12.01.13 18:07

Fair decision! NO OUT SIDE HELP! That is the spirt, and the point of the race! I really don't understand why people 

don't get this. Bernard made the call to stop, where to stop, and how to stop. He is a great sailer, and he knows 

the rules. Look at Alex, he (still) has the same problem with the hydro.!!

Stan of Long Beach, CA - 12.01.13 18:06

Agree with RogerinOttawa about re-formatting of rules. 

spud192 - 12.01.13 17:59

either way, Bernard have a safe trip home !!

russub23 - 12.01.13 17:57

The situation for Bernard was 22. The jury decision should have been made taking into account all the

circumstances - anchor dragging, vicinity of another big vessel, lack of power... Unfair decision.

USAntigoon - 12.01.13 17:44

I also believe that the other skippers should have their voice in the deliberation...this jury should be a jury of their 

peers and not this autocratic formula..This jury, by the way, lost a lot of credibility by delaying their final decision 

till after the race retirement by Bernard...

SParry - 12.01.13 17:43

Agree with Roger, Not good. The rules need to be looked at in depth before the next race. We need to keep our

ocean racing skippers safe aswell as the boats and the rules need to reflect this. I also think the rules need to have 

safety aspects built into them to allow any situation that may arise with the safety of the skippers and boats to be 

dealt with in a safe and constuctive major which will not lead the skippers being DSQ whilst trying to look after 

themselves and their boats. The make up of the jury also needs looking into and perhaps the way the do their 

business, in the case of Stam I believe, like many others who have posted comments, feel that the jury did not do 

a good job over this protest and they could have been a bit more pro-active over what they said and done over the 

past couple of weeks. Sad ending for Stam I feel. 

Gezgin S - 12.01.13 17:39

Although I shared my opinion before - I was agree with jury - but now believe It wasn't necessay take another

decision. Jury may take nolle prosequi due to lack of subject taking into consideration of Bernard Stamm retire

decleration.

RogerinOttawa - 12.01.13 17:29

Suggest the rules be reformatted so that sailors can behave appropriately in any situation without being penalized

for it
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